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★ Introduction:
eZee POS Back Office 7.0 has came with new studding look, faster operations and more data space.If one is familiar with earlier version,
Nextgen 6.0, probably will find 7.0 with quite similar functionality, and flow. This manual is for all the users, even if you are new or going to
use the software very first time. Manual will guide you with all the functionality available in the version 7.0

★ Login to POS Back Office:
Double click on the eZee POS Back Office 7.0 icon available on your desktop



★ Select the Working Environment:

1. Real System Environment (Live Database)
>> is to connect live database, you have configured for your property.
2. Sample (Test) Practice Data Environment
>> Is to connect sample database, prepared to practice or test the software operations.

★ Check Box of “Remember this setting”:
>> Is to save the settings for the database choices, we made and wish to directly getting in without selecting database next time.

For example, I want to directly login to my property database, I would check mark “Remember this setting” check box and click on
Real system Environment so when I get login next time, system will open live database and will not ask for demo database.

★ Demo Notification: User will be notified how many days are left for demo period when permanent license is not
yet applied.



★ Starting of Database Configuration:
Follow the steps mentioned as per the screenshots to complete the initial configuration,









★ General Configuration:
★ Property Setup:

❏ User can configure the property related information such as its Registration No., GSTIN , TIN etc on the given fields.
❏ User can add the logo of the property by clicking on (+) button. You can print this logo on the Restaurant bill as well.



User Operation:

1. User can see all the users list which is already created.
2. User Can click on (+)Button to add more users for their different operations.
3. Admin user can add the users and set the initial password for all the users.(Password of other users can reset by them once they login

to the software by their own login credentials).Login can be managed by user code and just need to configure it for the respective
user.



4. Admin user can select the user role as the designation of the user who is going to operation the software.(e.g : Administrator ,
General Manager, Front office desk clerk, Cashier etc)

Note: User Role will play a major role during privileges need to be given for users.
5. Admin user can set the max. Discount % or Amount upto which user can give the open discount to the guest.
Note: When discount value is set as -1, Which means user can give unlimited discount the guest.(This authority should be with admin user
only)
6. User can change and set the preferable language as well.with which they can access the software easily and find it user friendly.
Note: Admin user need to login and make the user language as Custom1 or Custom 2, When user will login then will be able to see the
software in respective set language.
7. Right to left Interface will come into use mostly for Gulf Country users who are using the Arabic language, which starts from Right to left.
8.Administrator can set the particular Operation type on which when user will go to perform that operation, Small login window will pops
up.This option is basically come in use when Administrator have restricted another user to perform particular operation.When that user will
go to that option, Other user who is having the access, will not have re login to the whole software and by that small login window can make
a login and complete the action.
9. When administrator don’t want to user particular user anymore and its set privileges, Admin user can simply mark that user as Inactive.
Note: In future if we want to use that same user again, We can check mark the show inactive option and Edit that user and mark it as Active.



★ OUTLET PRIVILEGE:

❏ Administrator can give the Rights to user on which outlet a user can access.Whenever Administrator creates a new outlet, Make sure
to give rights from here to user in order to access that outlet to perform operations on it.



★ STORE PRIVILEGE:

❏ Administrator can give the Rights to user on which store a user can access.Whenever Administrator creates a new store, Make sure to
give rights from here to user in order to access that outlet to perform operations on it.



★ GENERAL PRIVILEGES:

❏ Here comes the best and most effective part of the eZee software for Hotelier and administrator’s perspective is user Privileges.
❏ As per the users designation and role in hotel industry, Administrator can give the rights to respective users and restrict them with

such operations which is not comes to their way.
❏ In order to manage the multiple operations of a hotel or restaurant, administrator can set the user privileges so that user can be able

to access only those operations which comes under them.
❏ This is totally editable and configurable, As administrator can make changes any point of time from the configuration panel.



★ REPORTS PRIVILEGES:

❏ Reports are playing a big role as eZee is providing more than 250+ reports for almost all operations to keep the record of everything.
Each and every activity of all the users is possible to track with its date and time along with which machine they have used to perform
particular operation.

❏ Administrator can set the reports privileges as respective user can be able to see those reports only for which they are authorized.
Benefit for Hotelier: Hotelier can restrict the low level users to see the managerial level reports which includes the daily earnings and revenue
generated etc.



★ DISCOUNT TYPES:

❏ Almost every restaurant having the discount schemes as regularly or occasionally.We have provided two types of discount
configuration as you can give the authority to user by defining the discount percentage as we have seen above, as well as
administrator can create the set of discount which is fixed and give the user privileges to such discounts.So, user can give only that
much percentage or amount of discount for which they are authorized.



★ SURCHARGE:

❏ Administrator can configure the surcharge and give the user privilege from the above screen.
❏ Surcharge is the Extra charges which you can pre configure and apply as the settlementment manually or automatically on particular

settlement type on which it should be applicable(e.g:When settlement will be done by credit cards, 5% surcharge should be applied)



★ TABLES PRIVILEGE

❏ Administrator can give the privilege to perform operations on the table from above window.If the tables are not check marked for
particular user, then that user will not be able to see those tables in POS.

Note: Whenever, Administrator configure new tables, make sure access of the newly created tables are given for respective users from above
window.



★ OTHER INFORMATION

❏ NOTIFICATION INFORMATION: Administrator can add the contact number and Email address of that user.This contact information
can be used for different purpose as below:

1. For EMAIL and SMS notification.
2. To send the reports in email at the time of Day Close.
❏ RATE SETTING: Administrator can set the Default rate from particular user from above screen. When the restaurant have the

different rates and set the users accordingly to sell the menu items, this setting will help and it will automatically take the rates set for
the user.

❏ Administrator can restrict the users from above screen for maximum number of reprints, a particular user can give.
❏ CASH DRAWER SETTING: Administrator can use this feature and allow access for respective cash drawer only and restrict from

another cash drawer which is not for the user.



★ CHANGE/ RESET PASSWORD :

❏ Administrator can set the password for all the users. Once the password will be set by admin, If user wants to change their own
password, Above mentioned screen will help the user to reset/ change their password.

❏ Ask confirmation when exit from, If check marked for both POS and POS back office, then user will get a notification window with
Option YES and NO.Otherwise when user will click on the close window, Software will get close without any intimation.



★ USER ROLE

❏ When users are created and Roles are defined, Administrator can create different roles like server, cashier etc as well from above
screen.There are different functions as well like the privileges can be updates, import and Export directly from the software.



★ User Role Configuration:
❏ Administrator can set the privileges and Report privileges of all user roles from the single window and can export the same.



★ HOW TO CREATE AND CONFIGURE A STORE?

❏ Administrator can create multiple stores and perform different operations for the same like the Indent process, Updating the stock
store wise etc.



❏ Administrator can set the Numbering of the different operations like Indents, GRNs, Purchase Orders etc.



❏ Administrator can use the notification module to sent the Email-SMS notification to Users which are set to receive the Emails of the
respective operations along with the Emails to the vendors as well for the purchase orders.

❏ In order to to make the email and SMS worked, We need to create the templates first according to mentioned operations which will
sent in an email or the SMS with required data.



★ OTHERS:

❏ Here we have a setting “Update purchase Rate with last purchase Rate” - This option is useful as there are up and down in the
market and accordingly rates of good may vary.If we have this option enable then whenever we purchase item with different rate
than in the software, new purchase rate will be updated automatically.

❏ We are offering a setting for Inactive purchase order where If the GRN(Good Receipt Note) is not created then that purchase order
will gets inactive automatically from the software after the defined time duration.

❏ User can preview and set the given templates for PO(Purchase Order), Indent voucher and GRN(goods Receipt Template) and set
the the suitable template for respective operation.



★ PRINT:

❏ User can set the voucher settings for the Print or Preview and save the settings accordingly it will take the effect during the
operations.



★ HOW TO CREATE AND CONFIGURE AN OUTLET?

★ OUTLET CREATION:



❏ Administrator can create outlets from here by giving a click on New Button and make changes by giving a click on Edit button.
❏ Administrator can define the Day close time of the outlet and as per the defined time software will allow to perform the day close and

jump to next working date.
❏ If hotelier wants to perform the day close on the next working day before starting the order for new day then Administrator can

check mark the option “Day Close On Next Day”
★ LOGO:
❏ Administrator can upload the restaurant’s logo which can be set on the guest’s Bills of the restaurants.
★ ADDRESS:
❏ Administrator can define the address of the outlet which can use to show the restaurant’s address on the guest’s bills.
★ MISCELLANEOUS:
❏ This option will gives you the different settings like how discount will gets applied (Before or after Adding Tax) , Outlet Registration

number fields, Day close report Activation setting, and KDS color setting.
★ NUMBERING:
❏ This option will gives you the document numbering setting Along with the Prefix for KOT, Receipt , Guest check, Advance Order ,

Reservation Numbering , No Charge numbering , and Token number related setting.
★ ORDER TYPE:
❏ This option will gives you the configuration of all the order type we are facilitating as Dine In , TakeAway , Delivery , Room Service , No

Charge.
❏ This will gives you the administrator to configure general requirements base on the order type like consolidation of menu items,

order type wise printer setting
★ NOTIFICATION:
❏ The notification option which will be in use for the guest as well as for the Users. Listed different occasions for which notification will

go through Email and SMS.
❏ In order to activate the notification through email, Template creation is must (Tools> Printing Template > Letter Template). For the

Notification through SMS first need to tie up with SMS vendor and then need to share the API details with eZee Team to perform SMS
interface.

★ TABLE RESERVATION:
❏ We are providing facility to take the Reservation for the Tables in eZee burrp, especially when there is Birth Day party , Anniversary

etc. Related settings we can configure from this option.



★ PRINTING SETTING:
❏ If hotelier wants to use the special Receipt template which is not there in the default templated given then we can use this option to

set the Header line and Footer lines.Also there is a facility to map the printer for operations Void message, Table Transfer Message,
and Item Transfer Message

★ INTEGRATION:
❏ We are providing the facility to integrate the possible other eZee Solutions like eZee iFeedback, eZee Call Center, Outletwise POS to

eZee Absolute etc.(Interfaces usually take care by Support or Development Team of eZee).

★ How to Create Rooms for outlet?
❏ Generally in Restaurants we used to see different rooms as AC hall, Non-AC hall, Garden Area etc. If the Administrator wants to set

the same in eZee Burrp then below are steps for the same.



❏ Define the name of the Rooms from Room operations which you want display to get the clear picture while punching the orders that
from which room orders placed.

❏ Administrator can set the default Room wise rates from here. This will be helpful while punching the orders from respective rooms,
as it will take the rates accordingly which we have set and user not required to change the rates of the menu item every time.

❏ Administrator can set the background image for the Room for better visualization,
❏ Sort key can be use if we want to show display rooms as per priority.
❏ Logo of the Room can be set from here.
❏ If Administrator want to configure the KOT printer on the basis of room, then we can set the default KOT printer from here.
❏ If there is a policy that tax should not be applied while punching the order from respective room, then we can exempt the defined tax

from here.



★ How to configure Tables for Outlet?

❏ From this window Administrator can configure the number of tables there in the respective outlet.Anytime we can add/ Remove the
tables as per the requirement.



❏ Define the Name of the table and its possible capacity.
❏ “Ask order information on Open” - will be in use when checkmarked, at the time order punching when user click on the table, it will

gives a pop-up to enter the order information of the guest.If not checked then it will simply gives you the list of the menu items which
needs to be punched on that table.

❏ Table sorting is possible by entering the sort key.
❏ If there is a hotel policy for the minimum charge on the table then we can activate the respective setting from the order type and

then set On Table or On Pax Basis minimum charge.
❏ If the respective table is not in use any more then we can mark that table as Inactive. If we want to use the same table in future and

we can simply go to the inactive table list and mark that table as active and doesn’t require to create a new table.

★ How to Configure Table Layout or Floor Plan for Outlet?
❏ Administrator can set the layout / Floor Plan of the outlet rooms from this window.



❏ In order to configure the layout, Select the respective Room from the list, it will gives you the list of all created tables which we can
select by add by giving a click on the plus button(this will add the rooms at the right hand side layout area).Same way if we have any
Non rental object on that room and if we want to display that then select the Non rental object and click on Plus button to add.

❏ PROPERTIES: Here we have the configuration for particular table where we can set the Image of the table, can set caption on the
table with the option that we want to display the caption or not.

❏ We can set the font size of the caption, Fore color and Back color of the table and its Transparency.
❏ We can set the size of the table depends upon the capacity of the respective table.
❏ Manual and Auto arrangement of the table is also possible from this window and also we can Copy, Paste or delete the table as well

and once done don’t forget to save the changes.



★ MENU CONFIGURATION
This is a very important part as this will decide the menu which will be used by all the screens in eZee POS
Burrp. This decision should be taken wisely as this will decide the location of the menu item under the
categories, so if not done well then it won’t be easy for the user to operate the program fast. We have a
main heading which is called Menu group and below that is menu sub group and then you can find the
items under the sub group.

Menu Group: The main menu groups can be defined likeMexican Food, Continental Food, and Thai Food.
When user clicks on the option menu group, then they get a screen which shows them the list of menu
groups that are prevailing in the system. The default listing is for the current outlet. There is also an option
to select from the drop down list given below. The basic operations for this screen is to add a newmenu
group, edit a menu group and delete an existing menu group.



New: If the user clicks on the button “NEW” then system allows the user to create a newmenu group, and
user will see a screen similar to the one given below.

Alias: Alias can be termed as a short name to refer the main item. Like in this case MF defines Mexican Food.
Name: User can define the name of the menu group here.
Forecolor: You can change the color of the text used on the menu item using this option. You can click on the box given at the right side of
the text
‘forecolor’ which displays the color of the sample text given at extreme right and select the color of choice from the color palette.



Back Color: You can click on the box given at the right side of the text ‘back color’, displaying the color of the whole box given at extreme
right. Select the color of choice from the color palette to change the color of the tab.
Text Align: User can align the text to be displayed on the item tab using this option.
Image: We all know that a picture speaks more compared to thousand words. You can implement this by setting an image for the menu
items you offer in your restaurant. You can upload the image of your menu items and select those to display in Burrp from here.
Show Caption: User can uncheck this option if they are using images to display the item. There is no need to add text details on the display if
pictures are used to describe the menu items. Removing the text will make the image look better. Text entered in name is important and will
be used in reports and many other places for the use of grouping items.
Font: User can select the font that needs to be used for displaying the text, clicking the 3 dots icon given at the extreme right. It allows user
to select the font name, font style, font size and also the script type.
Edit: If the user clicks on the button edit, user gets an option similar to the one listed above and can make changes in details user feels is
needed.
Delete: If the user clicks on the button delete, user gets an option to delete a previously created menu group.
Note: User can get a screen as given below while deleting an item.
REASON: After creating the menu item we might have assigned some sub groups to it, and some menu items below the sub group and those
items would have been sold to any guest by creating some KOT and receipts. All these data is considered crucial and so the system does not
allow deleting of items. We can
edit the name and use it for any other category. If user does not want to edit and want to delete, it is recommended to contact eZee support
and we will help you in doing it.

Menu Sub Group
Menu sub group is the sub heading and it will get selected when we select the main group of menu. The main menu sub groups can be
defined like Soups, Salads, Breads, Veg. Food, and Non Veg. Food. When user clicks on the option menu sub group then they get a screen



which shows them the list of menu sub groups that are prevailing in the system. The default listing is for the current outlet, there is also an
option to select the other outlet from the drop down given below. The basic operation of this screen is to add a new ‘Menu Sub Group’, edit
a menu sub group and delete an existing sub menu group.

Modifier Group
Modifiers are special instructions given to menu items which can be helped to group some items to be sold with the main item or even make
some changes in the main item. If we have to make a pizza we can define modifiers like pizza toppings. The other way we can create a
combo like on having pizza they can have one soda; the option of soda can be any soda they like so they can select the desired soda while
ordering. When user clicks on the option modifier group then they get a screen which shows them the list of modifier groups that are



prevailing in the system. The basic operations for this screen is add a new menu sub group, edit a menu sub group and delete an existing sub
menu group.

Add Modifier Item: User can select this option to add modifier items to the modifier group. Selecting the option user will get a screen similar
to the one given below.



Modifier Item: User can select the modifier item that needs to be added to the group by selecting this
option.
Calculate Separately: User can specify if the modifier item is to be calculated separately or is it the part of
the main modifier.
Maximum Quantity: User can specify the maximum quantity limit for the item that should be added when
user is selecting the modifier item.



Add Modifier Group: User can select this option to add modifier group to the modifier group. Selecting the option user will get a screen
similar to the one given below.
Modifier Group: User can select the modifier group which needs to be applied. This can be selected from the drop down, and it will list all
the modifiers groups that have been created.
Force Modifier: User can check this option if the modifier needs to be applied forcefully.
Minimum Order Item Quantity: User can specify the minimum limit for the item that should be added when user is selecting the modifier
group.
Maximum Order Item Quantity: User can specify the maximum limit for the item that should be added when user is selecting the modifier
group.

Menu Operation



Menu operation is the option by which user can define which menu sub group should come under which menu group. User will get an option
to select the un-assigned sub group listed at the left side. At the right side will get a drop down box to select the main menu under which we
want to assign the un-assigned sub group. There are two arrows one pointing left and one pointing right, they can be used to assign and
unassign menu sub groups from groups.



How to perform Operations in bulk?
Advance Configuration will make the work more easier…
Advance configuration is the option by which user can define which menu group, menu sub group and modifier group should get what set of
appearance option by just a single click of button. Select the group you want to format from the left side of the screen. This will list all the
items you have created under that group. Select the one that you want to format and start formatting them with the options given under
‘Appearance’ on the left side of the screen. The basic operation are listed below, all the options have been explained earlier. “Apply All”
option if clicked, will apply changes to the whole group and “Apply Selected” will apply to the selected items from the group.





Menu Arrangement: Menu arrangement option is used to set the arrangement of main group, sub group and menu item. The
default listing for all the above is alphabetical, but based on the requirement of the outlet we can anytime rearrange it.



Menu Item Configuration

Menu Item :Menu items has two main options one to add an item and other is to view the list of added items.
NewMenu Item : This option allows defining NewMenu Item and configuration of NewMenu item is described below in
Menu Item List under the option ‘New’.
Menu Item List : This option gives us a list of all the menu items that have been added to the current outlet. User also has an option to
select the other outlet and view items available in that outlet. When user clicks on the option



the basic options are adding new, editing previously created items, deleting previously created items and
there is a option to export and import items.

Import / Export button:
Import Data: This option allows user to import and include any edited/additional data in the Software. You will have to configure the data in the XLS or CSV
format and import. You can also get the import format file from here.
Export Data: This option allows user to export the data in XLS or CSV format. And also allows editing and entering new data which can be entered quickly in a
spreadsheet application and then saved the details and then use the import option to import the new data.
Import and Export Barcode: Use this option to either import the barcode data or export it as per your requirements.
New (Menu Item): If the user clicks on the button “New”, then the system allows the user to define a new
Menu Item, and user will see a screen similar to the one given below.





Mark as Inactive: User can check this option on if the user wants to make the item as inactive.As you already know by now that the software
will not allow you to delete an item which has been ordered even once as that data will be used to spool the reports.

Alias: Alias can be termed as a short name to refer the main item.

Name: User can define the name of the menu group here.

Serve Unit: User can specify the serve unit for the item.

Item Code: Give a code to the menu item, so it can be searched easily.

Item Category: Assign a category to the menu item, which would be useful in item grouping.

Item Name can be changed: User can check this option, if the user wants to allow the name of the item to be changed anytime later.

Ask for Change Name: User can check this option, if the user wants the system to prompt a window to enter a new name for the item.

Item Price can be changed: User can check this option, if the user wants to allow the price of the item to be changed anytime later.

Ask for Change Price: User can check this option, if the user wants the system to prompt a window to have the user enter a new price
different from the one already set.

Item can be Discounted: User can check this option, if the user wants to apply discount to the item if required.

Ask for Change Quantity: User can check this option, if user wants the system to prompt a window to enter the quantity of the Menu Item.

Quantity by weight Scale: User can check this option, If user want to sell the menu items based on its weight then this option will gives the pop up which calculates
the weight and accordingly the the price will be displayed.(Interface with weight scale machine is required)
Other Info Tab: The fields in the ‘Appearance Block’ are almost same as the ones described earlier. Kitchen Printer and Display block has two
options first is to select the name of printer on which the KOT needs to be printed, second is the name of the kitchen display if exist.
Others block has option to select menu sub group under which the item will be placed. User can select the category under which the item
can be placed; this can be used for reporting purpose. User can also specify the recipe of the item. User can define the item code by which
item can be searched and set the commission as based in percentage or amount.



Price and BOM Tab : The option available under price and bill of material are about inventory consumption and pricing of the item.

New: When user clicks this option a screen is displayed with an option to enter the price for the item. User has an option to define 5 rates
which are Rate1, Rate2, Rate3, Rate4, and Rate5 the reason behind that is the system has an option to pick a different rate for a different
operation so user can define up to 5 different rates.
Inventory Consumption: When user clicks this option a screen is displayed with an option to define the list of items/ingredients that are used
to create the items. We can add a list of all the store items that are used and also define the exact quantity of the store item that will be used.
This option helps to maintain the inventory of the items in the store. User will have to select the details of the item from the store and then



click on the button ‘add’ to add the item. After the user is done with adding all the items user can click on the save button to finalize the
changes.

New: This feature allows setting ‘Happy Hour’ or ‘Special Rate’ for specific time. Menus can be used to set the prices of menu items for
promotional purposes and these rates will be picked up automatically when system time matches the configured time.



For Example: During lunch time restaurant might offer drinks or any food product with lower price (or even higher price during specific time
frame). For this the ‘Happy Hour’ should be configured on this menu item. Click on New you will get screen similar like below:
Special Rate Definition Fields: In rate fields enter
the rate.
Select the Default Rate to be active. And select the Days for this rate to be applied on this menu
item.
Rate Type: From here user can do configuration based on the belowmentioned selection further:
Session: Select the session in which you want to offer ‘Happy Hour’. You can configure the sessions from
Configuration tab. And in POS Burrp User will need to enter using this session.
For Example: You can specify 1 session “Lunch” in which you offer unlimited food like buffet.
Time Base: Set the start and end time to be offered the rate specified.
Season: Set the start date and end date. Also set start and end time.
Reoccur Rate: Check mark this box, if you want the rates you have set to re-occur. Once you activate this
option, you can select the start date/time and end date/time for the re-occurrence to happen.
Mark as Inactive: If you do not want to continue this special defined rate, then you can simply click on
“Mark as Inactive” to make it inactive. To make it active again use Edit option and remove tick mark.



Edit: When user clicks this option user gets a screen where the user can modify the rates entered
previously.
Delete: When user clicks this option user can delete the rates entered previously.




